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I. EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Atmospheric models are a representation of dynamical,
physical, chemical, dynamical, and radiative processes in the
atmosphere [1]. The load of these models is often spread across
multiple processes in HPC environments.

Most of this load comes from the resolution of chemical
processes, which can take up to 90% of the total time execution
[2]. Recent studies reported a relevant speedup by translating
a chemical module to GPUs [3] [4]. This study is based in
some previous works of the authors. These works are tested in
the Chemistry Accross Multiple Phases (CAMP) module [5]
simulating the conditions of an atmospheric model experiment.
In our first approach we present an strategy to efficiently
integrate GPU routines without needing to translate the entire
chemical module to GPU code [6]. In our second and last
work, we integrated a GPU version of the linear solver used in
CAMP and evaluated multiple kernel configurations, achieving
up to 34x speedup from the base CPU linear solver in a single-
thread execution, in addition to a 2.7x for an equivalent MPI
implementation with the maximum number of physical cores
available on a node (40) [7].

The main objective of this work is to develop a GPU
version of the entire CAMP solving algorithm. Our second
objective is to evaluate the performance of our work, com-
paring the results with other state of the art GPU chemical
modules.

A. CAMP solving algorithm

We will refer to the system of equations formed by the
chemical processes as cells, in reference to the discretization
in space grid-cells of the atmospheric model [1].

CAMP uses the CVODE package to solve these cells.
CVODE is defined as a solver for stiff and nonstiff ordinary
differential equation (ODE) systems (initial value problem)
[8]. It includes different algorithms options depending on
the user choice. For our case, CAMP uses the Backward
Differentiation Formula (BDF) and the KLU linear solver as
the default solving options. These options are configured for a
single-thread CPU execution. In addition, CAMP includes the
Biconjugate gradient (BCG) linear solver for GPU execution
as an alternative to the CPU option, thanks to an earlier work
of the authors [7].

In this work we use the parallelization strategy with the
highest speedup obtained in the linear solver study [7], named
as Block-cells (1). With it, we configure the GPU kernel as
follows: The number of blocks is equal to the number of cells,
and the threads per block are as many as the concentrations of
different chemical species in each cell. In this way, each cell is
independent of each other, and we avoid any communication
between GPU blocks, which is usually very computationally
expensive [9]. Similarly, we take advantage of some basic
functions developed for BCG, such as array multiplication or
array reduction to a single value.

B. Experimental environment

All the tests and executions were performed in the CTE-
POWER cluster provided by the Barcelona Supercomputing
Center (BSC) [10].

The chemical configuration corresponds to the Carbon
Bond 2005 (CB05) mechanism [11] [12] and fixed photolysis
reaction rates during time. The initial conditions such as
species concentration, temperature and pressure are extracted
from an experiment on the Multiscale Online Nonhydrostatic
AtmospheRe CHemistry (MONARCH) model [13] [14]. The
values are extracted at the first iteration just before calling the
chemical module, therefore it corresponds with the initial con-
ditions on the atmosphere after the transformations previous
to the chemistry. The source code and configuration files are
available in the CAMP repository [15] in the test monarch
folder.

C. Results

We obtain up to 36x speedup from the single-thread base
version, plus up to 3x speedup against an equivalent MPI
implementation with the maximum number of physical cores
available on a node (40). We achieve this maximum speedup
at 10,000 cells, for greater number of cells the speedup is
mostly equal. These speedups are very similar than the BCG
speedup (up to 34x and 2.5x respectively) [7]. This indicates
than the advantages of translating the BCG algorithm to GPU
also applies to the BDF loop. The main advantage is the
parallelism obtained, where each thread computes an operation
of the species array. Most of the operations in the BDF loop
corresponds to this type, either operating over two arrays or
reducing an array to a single variable. Another advantage is the
shared memory, which allows to fast communication between
the threads of the same block.
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D. Conclusion

In this study, we present a GPU version of the BDF
loop, which achieves up to 36x times faster than the base
implementation. This speedup is very similar than the BCG
speedup presented in a previous work [7]. Both cases has
the similarity of being iterative algorithms and the same
chemistry application. Therefore, we can expect a similar
speedup for other chemical solving procedures following the
GPU approach presented. However, the CAMP module has
the aim to facilitate the coupling of new chemical mechanism.
Therefore, we expect that the chemistry required by the users
can be easily translated to CAMP, allowing to use the already
developed GPU version. In a future work we plan to combine
this GPU approach with the CPU implementation, dividing the
work between CPU and GPU and evaluating load balancing
strategies between these two architectures.
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